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Abstract
Let  be a code of length n. Then x is called a descendant of the coalition of codewords
a; b; : : : ; e if xi ∈{ai; bi; : : : ; ei} for i= 1; : : : ; n. We study codes with the following property: any
two non-intersecting coalitions of a limited size have no common descendant.
We present constructions based on linear intersecting codes.
? 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let us start by mentioning two new problems which were a motivation for studying
separating codes.
Consider the distribution of digital content to subscribers. Each authorized user is
given a decoder (e.g. a smartcard) with a secret decryption key. The distributor broad-
casts an encrypted version of the content, which is decrypted by the authorized users.
The scope of applications encompasses watermarking and :ngerprinting issues, as well
as pay-per-view television, e-commerce and any broadcasting system to subscribers.
Another application is Digital Fingerprinting: suppose a Distributor wishes to create
and distribute a large number of copies of a :le. In order to trace illegal copies he will
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mark each one, by changing a few elements of the :le belonging to some subset of a
privileged set of coordinates called marks. The subset of marks associated to a copy
is called a :ngerprint. A collusion occurs when a coalition of t pirate users compare
their :ngerprinted copies: whenever they diEer on some coordinate they will know it
is a mark. They can then produce an illegal copy by changing elements on the subset
of marks they have found out. Following previous work, we suppose that they cannot
access the other marks.
In both instances, codes were studied (see [5,3]) as a method to prevent a coalition
of a given size from forging some type of copy. Among the forbidden moves, let us
mention: framing another user (frameproof codes), getting away with no member of
the coalition being caught (identifying codes, studied for coalitions of size 2 in [9] and
in [2]) for larger coalitions.
A :rst step in identi:cation is to forbid disjoint coalitions from producing the same
copy or decoder. This turns out to have been studied in another context under the
name of “separation” (see [15,14] for a long Saga of pioneering contributions); see
also [8,10].
In this paper, we present bounds and eKcient constructions for separating codes
based on linear intersecting codes.
2. Denitions
For any positive real number x we denote by x the smallest integer at least equal
to x, and by x the largest integer at most equal to x. A subset  of GF(q)n, the
vector space of dimension n over the :nite :eld with q elements GF(q), is called
an (n;M; d)-code if ||=M and the minimum Hamming distance between two of its
elements (codewords) is d.
Consider I ⊆ . For any position i de:ne the projection Pi(I) =
⋃
a∈I ai: De:ne
the feasible set of I by
F(I) = {x∈GF(q)n :∀i; xi ∈Pi(I)}:
The feasible set F(I) represents the set of all possible n-tuples (descendants) that could
be produced by the coalition I by comparing the codewords they jointly hold. Observe
that I ⊆ F(I) for all I.
If two non-intersecting coalitions can produce the same descendant, it will be im-
possible to trace with certainty even one pirate. This motivates the following reworded
de:nition from [8].
Denition 1. A code C is (t; t′)-separating if, for any pair (T; T ′) of disjoint subsets
of C where |T |= t and |T ′|= t′, the feasible sets are disjoint, i.e. F(T ) ∩ F(T ′) = ∅.
Since the identi:cation property is preserved by translation, we shall always assume
that 0∈.
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The identi:cation property can be rephrased as follows when q=2: for any ordered
2t-tuple of codewords, there is a coordinate where the 2t-tuple (1::10::0) of weight t
or its complement occurs.
We denote by C[n; k; d]q (or simply C[n; k]q when d is irrelevant) a linear code (i.e.,
a vectorial subspace) of length n, dimension k over GF(q) and minimum distance d.
The rate of C is R(C)=R=k=n. In the non-linear case, the rate is de:ned analogously
as n−1 logq M . We refer to [11] for all unde:ned notions on codes.
3. Intersecting codes
Denition 2. A linear code of dimension k¿ t is said to be t-wise intersecting if any
t linearly independent codewords have intersecting supports.
For results and constructions of intersecting codes, see, e.g., [7]. Connections between
intersecting codes have implicitely been made for the cases t = 2; 3. We summarize
them in the next result.
Proposition 1. For a binary linear code, the following properties are equivalent:
(1) (2; 1)-separation and 2-wise intersection [12];
(2) (2; 2)-separation and 3-wise intersection [4].
The goal of this section is to consider higher values of t. First we give a partial
extension of the previous result to the q-ary case:
Proposition 2. Every linear (2; 2)-separating [n; k]code with k¿ 3 is 3-wise intersect-
ing.
Proof. If k6 2, the proposition holds trivially, so assume that k¿ 3. Suppose C is
(2; 2)-separating, and consider three independent codewords a; b; c. We shall prove that
these three words have intersecting supports. Consider the (2; 2)-con:guration (0; c +
a; a; b). Since C is (2; 2)-separating, there is a position i where a is  = 0 and b is
 = 0, and c + a is  ∈ {; }. Now c is −  = 0 on position i.
Example 1. The 3-wise binary intersecting [126; 14] code [7], yields a (2; 2)-linear
separating code with parameters (126; 214) (already in [15]).
The asymptotical (in n) existence of 3-wise intersecting codes with rate 1–(1=3) log27
is shown in [7]. This gives a linear (2,2)-separating code with a rate already achieved
in [15] by diEerent methods.
Proposition 3. If C is a t-wise intersecting binary linear code, and  ⊆ C is a
subset such that any t of its elements are linearly independent, then  is (j; t +
1− j)-separating for all j such that 16 j6 t.
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Proof. Choose any (two-part) sequence Y ′ of t + 1 codewords from ,
Y ′ := (a′1; : : : ; a
′
j; c
′
1; : : : ; c
′
t+1−j):
Y ′ is (j; t + 1 − j)-separated if and only if Y := Y ′ − c′t+1−j is. Hence it suKces to
show that
Y = (a1; : : : ; aj; c1; : : : ; ct−j; 0)
is (j; t + 1− j)-separated.
Since any t codewords in Y ′ are linearly independent, so are the t :rst codewords
of Y .
Now, consider
{a1 + c1; : : : ; a1 + ct−j; a1; : : : ; aj};
which is, by linear algebra, a set of linearly independent codewords from C, and hence
all equal to 1 on some coordinate i. Since a1 + cl is 1 on coordinate i, cl must be zero
for all l. Hence Y , and consequently Y ′, is separated on coordinate i.
Proposition 4. If C is a t-wise intersecting binary linear code, and  ⊆ C is such that
any t − 1 of its elements are linearly independent, then  is (j; t + 1− j)-separating
for all even j such that 1¡j6 t.
Proof. We de:ne Y as in the previous proof, and the t − 1 :rst codewords of Y are
linearly independent. If ct−j is linearly independent of the others, then we are done by
the :rst proof; hence we assume that ct−j is dependent on the t − 1 :rst codewords,
and since any t− 1 codewords are independent, it must in fact be the sum of the t− 1
:rst codewords. By the same argument as in the previous proof, we get one coordinate
i, where a1 + c1; : : : ; a1 + ct−1−j; a1; : : : ; aj are all one, and c1; : : : ; ct−1−j are zero. Now,
ct−j is the sum of the t− 1 :rst codewords, of which j are 1 and the rest are zero on
coordinate i. Since j is even, ct−j is zero, and Y is separated.
Note that if t is even, then either j or t + 1− j is even; thus we get the following
corollary.
Corollary 1. If C is a binary linear t-wise intersecting code, t is even and  ⊆ C
is a subset such that any t − 1 of its elements are linearly independent, then  is
(j; t + 1− j)-separating for all j such that 16 j6 t.
The rest of the section is devoted to proving that, given a t-wise intersecting code,
a nonlinear subcode with the prescribed properties and a certain rate does in fact exist.
Lemma 1. Given an [n; rm + 1] linear, binary code C, we can extract a non-linear
subcode  of size 2r such that any 2m+ 1 codewords are linearly independent.
Note that the rate of  is approximately R=m where R=(rm+1)=n is the rate of C.
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Proof. Let C′ be the [2r ; 2r − 1 − rm; 2m + 2] extended BCH code. The columns of
the parity check matrix of C′ make a set ′ of 2r vectors from GF(2)rm+1, such
that any 2m + 1 of them are linearly independent. Now there is an isomorphism  :
GF(2)rm+1 → C, so let  =  (′).
Theorem 1. Given an [n; nR] t-wise intersecting binary code with t¿ 3, there is a
construction of a non-linear code  of rate approximately R=(t − 1)=2, which is
(j; t + 1− j)-separating.
Proof. First consider t even, and write t = 2m+ 2, where m¿ 1. By Corollary 1, we
want to extract  such that any 2m+1 codewords are independent, and such  exists
with rate R=m by Lemma 1.
Then consider odd t, and write t=2m+1, where m¿ 1. By Proposition 3, we want
to extract  such that any 2m+ 1 codewords are independent, and such  exists with
rate R=m by Lemma 1.
Example 2. In [7], it was shown that for suKciently large n, and for any rate R¡ 1−
(1=t) log(2t − 1), there are t-wise intersecting linear, binary [n; k] codes of rate R.
Though non-constructive, this result guarantees the existence, for any t¿ 3, of non-
linear, binary codes which are (j; t+1−j)-separating for all j and have rates arbitrarily
close to
1− (1=t) log(2t − 1)
(t − 1)=2 :
Note that random methods (see [1]) give a better rate of 1− (1=t) log(2t − 1). Our
method, though, can be made constructive if constructions of intersecting codes are
used.
4. Constructions
We will give some construction in the binary and ternary cases. In addition to the
results from the previous section, we need a couple of preliminaries from previous
papers.
The following classical coding method (known as concatenation, see e.g. [11]) is
quite powerful to obtain p-ary separating codes from q-ary ones, q = pk . We state it
in the linear version, although it can easily be rephrased in the nonlinear case.
Let C1 be an [N; K; D]q code over GF(q), q = p
k ; let C2 be an [n; k; d]p p-ary
code. We map (by an isomorphism of additive groups) GF(q) onto GF(p)k , and then
associate to ∈GF(2k) the codeword c()= G of C2, where G is a generator matrix
of C2.
Denoting by C1 ? C2 the concatenation of C1 and C2, we have the following easy
result (see [15]):
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Proposition 5. C1 ? C2 is an [Nn; Kk; Dd] p-ary code. If C1 and C2 are both (t; t)-
separating codes (over GF(q) and GF(p), respectively), then C1 ? C2 is a (t; t)-
separating p-ary code.
Concatenation is useful when combined with the next result, which provides a suK-
cient condition for a code to be separating, solely based on its minimum
distance.
Proposition 6. Let  be a code with d=n¿ 1−1=t2; then it is a (t; t)-separating code.
In fact, the condition d=n¿ 1 − 1=t2 guarantees a much stronger property: t-
traceability [5,16], namely that all closest codewords to the produced descendant are
part of the coalition producing it. It thus insures the identi:able parent property of [9],
with the extra feature of a search algorithm linear in ||.
For t = 2, the weaker condition 4d¿ 3D is enough for a linear code to be (2,2)-
separating, where D denotes the largest code distance (see Chap. 7 of [14,15] for the
binary case, and [6] for the general case).
4.1. Binary constructions
We now combine concatenation with the following result to construct in:nite fam-
ilies of separating binary codes. This was done by Sagalovitch for (2; 1) and (2; 2)
separation.
Theorem 2 (Tsfasmann [17]). For any ¿ 0 there is an in?nite families of codes
✵(N ) with parameters [N; NR; N']q for N¿N0() and
R+ '¿ 1− (√q− 1)−1 − :
Proposition 7 (Cohen and ZBemor [7]). The punctured dual of the 2-error-correcting
BCH code with parameters [22t+1 − 2; 4t + 2; 22t − 2t − 1]2 is t-wise intersecting.
Example 3. For t = 4, we get from Proposition 7 a 4-wise intersecting code with
parameters [29−2; 18]2. Now the subset ′ of the 217 codewords having a 1 in the last
position (say) is clearly such that any 3 of its elements are independent, thus we get
a (3; 2)-separating (29 − 3; 217) code by Corollary 1. We can concatenate  with the
code ✵(N ) with parameters [N; RN; 5N=6+1]218 from Theorem 2 to get (3; 2)-separating
codes with rates R ≈ 0:00557.
The previous example provides a method for shortening:
If (n;M) is (t; t′)-separating, then so are the 2 subcodes 0 (resp. 1) having 0
(resp. 1) in the :rst coordinate. Taking the largest and removing the :rst coordinate
(which no longer separates anything), gives a shortened (n−1; M=2) (t; t′)-separating
code.
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Proposition 8. There is a constructive in?nite sequence of binary (j; t+1−j)-separating
codes of rate 2−3(t−1)(1 + o(1)).
This proposition follows directly from the following lemma:
Lemma 2 (Cohen and ZBemor [7]). There is a constructive in?nite sequence of t-wise
intersecting binary codes with rate arbitrarily close to
Rt =
(
21−t − 1
22t+1 − 1
)
2t + 1
22t − 1 = 2
2−3t(t + o(t)):
Proof. By concatenating geometric [N; K; D]q codes from Theorem 2 satisfying
D¿N (1 − 21−t) with q = 24t+2 and rate arbitrarily close to 21−t − 1=(√q − 1), with
the [22t+1 − 2; 4t + 2; 22t − 2t − 1] code of Proposition 7, we obtain the result.
Example 4. Let q = p2m. Consider (see Theorem 2) a family of codes ✵(N ) with
parameters [N; NR; N']q with N¿N0() and
R+ '¿ 1− (pm − 1)−1 − :
Choosing p = 2; m= 7, '= 3=4 + (, (see Proposition 6) and concatenating ✵(N ) and
C, the binary [126; 14; 55] code, yields a constructive in:nite sequence {✵(N ) ◦ C}N
of binary linear (2; 2)-separating codes with rates arbitrarily close to 0:026.
4.2. Ternary constructions
The ternary construction will make use of three codes, and apply twice the concate-
nation method.
The :rst seed C1 is the [4; 2; 3]3 tetracode (see for example [13]). This code is
self-dual, MDS (on Singleton’s bound d = n − k + 1). It is both an extended perfect
Hamming code and a simplex (all codewords are at distance 3 apart). A basis of the
[4; 2; 3]3 code is {1110; 0121}. It is (2,2)-separating (in fact, it is even 2-traceable, see
[9]).
The second seed we use to concatenate with the tetracode is the extended Reed-
Solomon code C2[9; 3; 7]32 . It is (2; 2)-separating by Proposition 6. The result is C1 ?
C2[36; 6]3 which is a (2; 2)-separating by Proposition 5.
Now this code is a large enough seed for the algebraic-geometry codes of [17] (see
Theorem 2) to work eKciently.
By concatenation with an [N; K; D= 3N=4+1]36 algebraic-geometry code C(N ) of
rate approximately 14 − (33−1)−1, this gives a constructive family {C1?C2?C(N )}N
of linear ternary (2,2)-separating codes with rate R ≈ 11312 .
5. Upper bounds on intersecting codes
We now present upper bounds on the rate of such codes, based on projection argu-
ments analoguous to those of [15].
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Theorem 3. A t-wise intersecting code Ct[n; k; d] gives rise by projection to a
(t − 1)-wise intersecting code Ct−1[d; k − 1].
Proof. Let a∈C be a :xed element of minimum weight d. Denote by Ca the [n; k−1]
supplementary subspace of {0; a} in C. Consider any (t − 1) independent codewords
{b1; : : : ; bt−1} in Ca. Then {a; b1; : : : ; bt−1} is full rank, hence these t codewords of C
intersect (on the support of a). Thus C=a, the projection of Ca on the support of a is
a (t − 1)-intersecting [d; k − 1] code.
To get an upper bound on the dimension of such codes in the binary case, we use
recursively any upper bound from coding theory, for instance the McEliece et al. bound
(see [11]):
R6H2
(
1
2
−
√
d
n
(
1− d
n
))
:
For t = 3, we get the following sequence of codes:
C3[n; k; d]; C2[d; k − 1; d′]; C1[d′; k − 2];
where Ci is i-wise intersecting, and has rate Ri.
Considering C1, we have that k − 26d′, which implies that
R2 = (k − 1)=d6 (d′ − 1)=d6d′=d:
By the McEliece bound, this implies R26 0:28. Finally we have
R1 =
k
n
6
0:28d+ 1
n
6 0:108;
where the :nal bound follows by applying again the McEliece bound. Note that the
same bound holds for linear (2; 2)-separating codes (see [15]), and these codes are
equivalent to 3-wise intersecting codes by Theorem 1.
The following corollary arises from the same technique and some other values
for t.
Corollary 2. The asymptotic rate of the largest t-wise intersecting code is at most
Rt , with R2 ≈ 0:28; R3 ≈ 0:108; R4 ≈ 0:046; R5 ≈ 0:021; R6 ≈ 0:0099.
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